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Classic Rocks Hits of the 80's, 90's and 2000's from Canada's CWMA Hall Of Famers Harlequin. 14 MP3

Songs in this album (57:48) ! Related styles: ROCK: 80's Rock, ROCK: Album Rock People who are

interested in Peter Frampton The Who should consider this download. Details: Finally, after all these

years the band has been captured in a live setting! That is, always was and always will be the way to hear

Harlequin material!! I take full responsibility for the feels, tempos and key changes herein!! These were

the topics of many a discussion in the old days and some might say, the cause of a few wars or minor

skirmishes with the odd producer or band mate. In the old days we would toil for endless hours in the

practice hall, recording our songs over and over to get the foundation right for which to build our music. I

would go home at the end of the day with the tape and work on it some more, bring it back the next day

and we would try to improve on it again. These processes were repeated for weeks and sometimes

months until finally we played them for the producer who would take an evening and listen to the material

with fresh ears then tell us to change the feel, tempo or key! A sore point for me was always the fact that

some of the people making decisions on our music had never even seen the band perform live!! These

tracks very much reflect the way I thought they should sound in the first place. I am also thrilled to be

playing with musicians who, without any prompting from me, retained all those signature parts that were

lovingly crafted all those years ago by some great and talented players that I still call friends!!! The 2000

line-up of the band is myself, Nik Rivers, AJ Chabidon, Derrick Gottfried and Darren Moore. This album is

dedicated to all the fans that have supported us over the years and keep showing up at our shows with

their smiling faces!! We love you all! Rock on! George
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